The Adventure:
Pair up with a friend. Write a short message for him or her. Fold your message into a paper airplane and “air mail” it to him or her by throwing it. Your friend will make a paper airplane for you, too.

Here’s the catch: both you and your friend can only stand in a small circle (you might use a hula hoop) when throwing and catching your paper airplanes. Set up your circles a little way apart from each other—far enough to throw your paper airplanes. If your paper airplane does not fly where you want it to, then your friend cannot read your message.

Safety Note:
- How can you share this adventure in a safe place?
- Watch out for paper cuts!

Online Resources:
Fastest Flying Paper Airplane Tutorial (youtube.com/watch?v=V-r8mbBSGJA)

Plan:
- What do you need for this adventure?
- What message will you write?
- Where will you share this adventure?
- How much time will you take for this adventure?

Do:
- Write a message to a friend. Fold your letter into a paper airplane.
- Spread out in a shared space. Throw your paper airplane to your friend.

Review:
- What do you know now that you did not know before?
- How well did your paper airplane fly? How well did your friend’s fly?
- If you and your friend both caught each other’s paper airplanes, how did you feel? Why?
- If your airplane did not reach your friend, how did that make you feel? How did your friend feel?
- What would be a better way to share an important message? Why?
- What are some other ways that we can share messages with each other?

Safety Note:
- How can you share this adventure in a safe place?
- Watch out for paper cuts!

Online Resources:
Fastest Flying Paper Airplane Tutorial (youtube.com/watch?v=V-r8mbBSGJA)